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Smart card datasets in the public transit network provide opportunities to analyse the behaviour of passengers as individuals or
as groups. Studying passenger behaviour in both spatial and temporal space is important because it helps to find the pattern of
mobility in the network. Also, clustering passengers based on their trips regarding both spatial and temporal similarity measures
can improve group-based transit services such as Demand-Responsive Transit (DRT). Clustering passengers based on their trips
can be carried out by different methods, which are investigated in this paper. This paper sheds light on differences between
sequential and combined spatial and temporal clustering alternatives in the public transit network. Firstly, the spatial and temporal
similarity measures between passengers are defined. Secondly, the passengers are clustered using a hierarchical agglomerative
algorithm by three different methods including sequential two-step spatial-temporal (S-T), sequential two-step temporal-spatial
(T-S), and combined one-step spatiotemporal (ST) clustering. Thirdly, the characteristics of the resultant clusters are described
and compared using maps, numerical and statistical values, cross correlation techniques, and temporal density plots. Furthermore,
some passengers are selected to show how differently the three methods put the passengers in groups. Four days of smart card
data comprising 80,000 passengers in Brisbane, Australia, are selected to compare these methods.The analyses show that while the
sequential methods (S-T and T-S) discover more diverse spatial and temporal patterns in the network, the ST method entails more
robust groups (higher spatial and temporal similarity values inside the groups).

1. Introduction

Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems have been imple-
mented in the public transit network since two decades ago.
These systems not only expedite the process of fare collection
but also produce valuable datasets. Smart card datasets create
a great opportunity for both researchers and practitioners
of the public transit network to improve the status quo.
Smart card datasets usually include the location and time
of boarding and/or alighting transactions of passenger trips.
Contrary to a classic survey that was limited in sampling
and may not have reflected the ground truth, the smart card
datasets are comprehensive and reliable. The datasets can
reconstruct passenger trips, which can help to understand,
improve, and evaluate the network performance [1, 2]. Hence,

smart card datasets attract attention of both researchers
and practitioners who desire to improve the public transit
network.

Studies of travel demand in the public transit network
focused on understanding how passengers move in the
network bymodelling both the time and location of their trips
[3]. Smart card datasets can help to discover the patterns of
travel demand. Data mining techniques have been used to
extract travel demand patterns from the smart card datasets
[4–6]. In other words, data mining techniques can discover
groups of passengers who have a similar travel feature based
on similarity measures. For instance, passenger groups with
similar travel time or length can be determined. Cluster-
ing passengers can develop various group and customer-
centric transit services andmobility applications such as DRT
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systems [7], friend recommendation systems [8], inferring
socioeconomic attributes of passengers [9], level of access in
the public transit network [10, 11], and traffic flow prediction
models [12–14]. Potential implications for the spatial and
temporal clustering methods are discussed later on in the
discussion section. Consequently, ascertaining travel demand
patterns using data mining techniques is a building block for
many novel applications.

The spatial or temporal perspective in passenger clus-
tering can form different groups of the passengers (i.e.,
groups of passengers with spatially similar (same routes)
or temporally similar (same time) trips). Also, a passenger
moves simultaneously in both spatial and temporal space.
Two passengers can be similar based on the spatial similarity
measure but can be dissimilar according to the temporal
similarity measure. For instance, two passengers may use the
same routes but in different periods of the day. In addition,
a passenger can have one or more trips during a day, all
of which should be considered in measuring the spatial or
temporal similarity with other passengers. Spatial and/or
temporal similarity measures between passengers based on
their trips can be used as a measure to study the closeness or
relationship between the passengers [15]. Therefore, to have
a comprehensive insight of travel patterns, both spatial and
temporal dimensions of the trips should be considered in the
clustering of the passengers.

Spatial and temporal similarity measures should be
defined separately because of fundamental differences. Spa-
tial space is a two-dimensional space with units such
as meters or inches; however, temporal space is a one-
dimensional space with units such as minutes. Hence, defin-
ing a unique spatiotemporal similarity measure might be an
ambiguous technique because it needs to merge these two
different spaces [15]. Moreover, to have passenger clusters
with both spatial and temporal similarities, it is necessary
to cluster them in two steps (sequentially) or combine
values of the spatial and temporal similarities (that are
calculated separately) and then cluster them in one step. Also,
different priorities in the sequential method (first, spatial
clustering and then temporal clustering or vice versa) may
reveal different passenger groups. The existing literature of
the clustering passenger trips focuses on sequential spatial
and then temporal clustering methods, which are examined
in the next section. Consequently, passenger clusters with
the spatial and temporal similarities can be discovered by
different methods, which yield different outcomes.

This paper compares characteristics of passenger groups
that are discovered by different methods of the spatial and
temporal clustering. This paper for the first time (to the
best of our knowledge) shed light on differences between
the sequential and combined spatial and temporal clustering
alternatives in the public transit network. Firstly, the spatial
and temporal similarity measures between the passengers
are defined. Secondly, the passengers are clustered using
a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with three different
methods, including sequential two-step spatial-temporal (S-
T), sequential two-step temporal-spatial (T-S), and combined
one-step spatiotemporal (ST). Thirdly, characteristics of the
discovered groups are described and compared using maps,

numerical and statistical values, the cross correlation tech-
nique, and temporal density plots. Finally, some passengers
are selected to show how differently passengers are clustered
by the above-mentioned methods. Four-day smart card
data including 80,000 passengers in Brisbane, Australia, are
selected to compare these methods.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Firstly, the existing literature is reviewed. Then, the spatial
and temporal similarity measures and clustering algorithm
are explained in the methodology section. Next, the case
study and results are described in the Results section. Finally,
the methodology, findings, and plans are summarized in the
conclusion section.

2. Literature Review

Data mining techniques have recently been used to discover
the spatial and temporal patterns in the public transit network
using the smart card data. Agard et al. [4] carried out the
first study using clustering algorithms to discover patterns in
the smart card data; however, after 2013, the tendency to use
clustering algorithms has been advanced by these datasets.
Ma et al. [16] determined transit passenger regularity by
clustering passengers based on the location of boarding stops
and then dividing clusters according to the time interval of
boarding transactions. They used one week of AFC trans-
actions from Beijing and compared the efficiency of three
clustering algorithms (K++, C 4.5, KNN). Also, they showed
that the regularity of a transit passenger would be a significant
factor for transit market analysis. Nishiuchi et al. [17] studied
passenger regularity based on spatial and temporal patterns
using more than 500,000 transactions for 32,000 users during
one month in Osaka, Japan. Tao et al. [18] utilised single
day transactions from Brisbane to detect the major travel
paths for bus passengers at the stop level using flow-comap
techniques for visualising the patterns.

Kieu et al. [5] studied spatial and temporal aspects of
travel patterns. Firstly, trips were clustered regarding the
location of alighting stops; then identified groups were
divided based on the location of boarding stops and, next,
according to times of the boarding transactions. They used
the DBSCAN algorithm for clustering the AFC data in
Brisbane over 4months. Sun and Axhausen [19] decomposed
AFC data using a probabilistic tensor factorisation model to
investigate the interactions between time of day, passenger
type, and origin and destination zones. Manley et al. [20]
analysed variation in regular and irregular travel behaviour
to derive a system-wide spatial-temporal understanding of
regularity in the travel behaviours. They used the DBSCAN
algorithm over 49 weekdays. Also, they investigated regu-
larity over different transit modes and found that bus mode
had a higher proportion of regular travellers than others. Yu
and He [21] used a 3-step methodology to discover spatial-
temporal characteristics of bus travel demand using heat-
map technique and the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).
They used 8-week data from Guang Zhou. The heat-map
method visually unveils the spatial-temporal travel demand
patterns at a regional level. Ghaemi et al. [22] presented
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Table 1: Literature review.

Clustering type Study Description

Temporal clustering Agard et al. [4] Clustering trips based on boarding time
transactions.

Ghaemi et al. [22] Clustering passengers based on boarding
time transactions.

Spatial clustering Tao et al. [18] Clustering trips based on locations of
boarding and alighting stops.

Spatial-Temporal
clustering

Ma et al. [16]

Clustering trips first based on location of
boarding stops, then dividing clusters

according to the time interval of boarding
transactions.

Nishiuchi et al. [17]
Clustering and investigating relations

between the spatial and temporal patterns
of trips.

Kieu et al. [5]

Clustering trips first based on locations of
alighting stops, then based on the location
of boarding stops, and thirdly based on
times of the boarding transactions.

Sun and Axhausen [19]

Decomposing data to investigate the
interactions between the time of day,

passenger type, and origin and
destination zones.

Manley et al. [20] Investigating spatial and temporal
regularity over different transit modes.

Yu and He [21] Using heat maps to discover spatial and
temporal demand of bus trips.

Briand et al. [23]
Modelling time in a continuous space to
investigate passenger exchanges between

clusters over time.

a new representation of the smart card dataset. This pro-
vided a visual guide to better understand temporal patterns.
Seventeen clusters were identified in terms of single trip,
regular users, late commuters, long day, midday, and active
and inactive groups as the temporal behaviour of users by
an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. Briand et
al. [23] proposed a 2-level generative model that applies
the (GMM) to regroup passengers based on their temporal
habits. They used 391,783 transactions by 2504 users over 4
years in Gatineau. Also, they modelled time in a continuous
space. They found that clusters over time mostly exchange
their cards with clusters having similar patterns. Table 1
summarizes the mentioned studies.

Consequently, the existing literature has recently focused
on the spatial and temporal patterns of travel behaviour in
the public transit network.While initial studies focusedmore
on the temporal patterns of trips [4], more recent studies
focused on spatial and temporal patterns of trips [20, 21,
23]; the latter studies discovered the spatial and temporal
patterns by the S-T sequential clustering way, in which
passengers are first clustered based on the spatial similarity
and then each spatial group is clustered based on the temporal
similarity [24]. However, no study considered the opposite
sequential clustering of first the temporal clustering and
then the spatial clustering (T-S). In other words, there is
no study that has investigated differences between these two

methods of sequential clustering. In addition, no study has
tried to cluster passengers in the public transit network
using a combined one-step way considering both spatial and
temporal measures. These research gaps are addressed in this
paper. The scientific contributions of this paper are twofold:

(1) Defining a one-step method for extracting the spa-
tiotemporal patterns in the public transit network.

(2) Comparing the different methods of spatial and
temporal clustering of passengers in the public transit
network using the smart card dataset.

3. Methodology

This section briefly explains trip reconstruction from the
smart card dataset, defining the spatial and temporal simi-
larities, and clustering the passengers by different methods.
Figure 1 presents the main steps of the methodology.

The passengers are modelled by their trips during the
entire day. The trips are reconstructed from the smart card
dataset that includes both boarding and alighting transac-
tions. Each trip is made from one or more trip leg, and each
trip leg comprises the space and period between the boarding
and alighting transactions. Two trip legs are linked based on
the time gap between the first alighting and the next boarding
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Figure 1: Methodology.

transactions. Various thresholds are examined for this time
gap. Based on the analyses of Alsger et al. [25], the time gap is
considered as 30 minutes in this study. Therefore, if the time
gap between two trip legs is less than 30 minutes, then they
will be linked as one trip.

Data mining techniques aim to discover patterns in large
datasets. A clustering or unsupervised learning method as
a data mining technique assembles sets of objects in the
similar groups; it can assemble them in a way that increases
the similarity between members of a group and/or increases
the dissimilarity between members of different groups. The
clustering algorithm initialises based on a similarity measure
among the objects, in this case, passengers. Calculating the
similarity between any pair of objects in the dataset builds
a matrix that works as an input for the clustering algorithm
[26].

The trip similarity is examined in two parallel steps of
the spatial and temporal similarity measures. Both spatial
and temporal similarity measures are adopted from Faroqi
et al. [15] where more details can be found. The measures

are developed specifically for smart card dataset that include
boarding and alighting transactions (not like GPS trajectories
that include measurements every few meters). In brief,
two trips are considered as spatially similar if the distance
between the origins (destinations) is less than a threshold
(A in (1)) and the angle between the two trips is less
than a threshold (B in (1)). Equations (1) to (3) present
the spatial similarity measure and corresponding functions
between trips (T1, T2) that are between (O1, D1) and (O2,
D2), where “O” stands for origin and “D” for destination;
each origin or destination stop is presented by coordination
(x, y); “T” stands for trips; “A” stands for the maximum
distance between origins or destinations; “B” stands for the
maximum angle between trips; “d(O1, O2)” or “d(D1, D2)”
is the distance function that measures Euclidean distance
between two points; “di(T1, T2)” is the direction function
that measures angle between two trips; and “SS(T1, T2)” is
the spatial similarity value between two trips. Values of the
spatial similarity vary between 0 and 1 [15].

Spatial Similarity Measure between Trips

𝑆𝑆 (𝑇1, 𝑇2) =
{{{
{{{{

min (𝑑 (𝑂1, 𝐷1) , 𝑑 (𝑂2, 𝐷2))
max (𝑑 (𝑂1, 𝐷1) , 𝑑 (𝑂2, 𝐷2)) ; [(𝑑 (𝑂1, 𝑂2) < 𝐴 ‖ 𝑑 (𝐷1, 𝐷2) < 𝐴)& (𝑑𝑖 (𝑇1, 𝑇2) < 𝐵)]
0; otherwise

(1)

Distance Function

𝑑 (𝑂𝑖, 𝐷𝑖) = √(𝑥𝑂𝑖 − 𝑥𝐷𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑂𝑖 − 𝑦𝐷𝑖)2 (2)

Direction Function

𝑑𝑖 (𝑇1, 𝑇2) = tan−1 𝑚1 − 𝑚21 + (𝑚1 ∗ 𝑚2) ;
𝑚𝑖 = 𝑦𝐷𝑖 − 𝑦𝑂𝑖𝑥𝐷𝑖 − 𝑥𝑂𝑖

(3)
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a = 0;
for (i in 1:m) {B =B;
for (j in 1:n) {

if (Ti is spatially similar to Tj) { add Tj to B;}}
a = a + min (l (Ti, max (l (T M B))));}

SS (P1, P2) = [min (a12, a21)] / [max (Σ𝑚𝑖=1l (Ti), Σ𝑛𝑗=1l (Tj)];

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for the calculating spatial similarity between passengers.

a = 0;
for (i in 1:m) {
for (j in 1:n) {

if (Ti is temporally overlapped with Tj) {a = a + OT (Ti, Tj);}}
}

TS (P1, P2) = a / [max (Σ𝑚𝑖=1TTi, Σ𝑛𝑗=1TTj];

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode for temporal similarity between passengers.

Equation (1) is appropriate for a pair of passengers each of
which has just one trip. The final spatial similarity value
for a pair of passengers, who have more than one trip, is
assumed as the ratio of the sum of lengths of the shorter
similar trips to the greater sum of lengths of all the trips
belonging to the pair of passengers. For instance, if passenger
A has two trips with lengths of 3 and 6 km and passenger B
has one trip with a length of 4 km that closely overlaps with
passenger A’s 3 km trip, then the spatial similarity between
these two passengers will be (3/(3+6))∗100 = 33. Algorithm 1
presents the pseudocode for the spatial similarity between
two passengers (P1, P2) who, respectively, have m and n
unique trips, where “p” stands for the passenger, “a” is defined
for measuring sum of the lengths of shorter similar trips,
“a12” is sum of the lengths of shorter similar trip between
passenger 1 and passenger 2, “a21” is sum of the lengths of
shorter similar trip between passenger 2 and passenger 1,

“B” is the set of similar trips, in which the longest one is
chosen to determine the shorter similar trip, “l” is the length
of the trip, and the other parameters are defined previously
[15].

Two trips are considered as temporally similar if their
trip time overlaps. The temporal similarity between two
passengers is assumed as the ratio of sum of the overlapped
time between the trips to the greater sum of the all trips
time. Equation (4) presents the temporal similarity measure
between two trips (T1, T2) that, respectively, are between (B1,
A1) and (B2, A2), where “B” stands for boarding time and “A”
for alighting time and “TS (T1, T2)” stands for the temporal
similarity value. The temporal similarity value between two
trips is assumed as the ratio of overlapped trip time to longer
trip time. Values of the temporal similarity vary between 0
and 1 [15].

Temporal Similarity Measure between Trips

𝑇𝑆 (𝑇1, 𝑇2) =
{{{
{{{{

min (𝐴1, 𝐴2) −max (𝐵1, 𝐵2)
max ((𝐴1 − 𝐵1) , (𝐴2 − 𝐵2)) ; [(𝐵1 > 𝐵2&𝐴1 < 𝐴2) ‖ (𝐵2 > 𝐵1&𝐴2 < 𝐴1)]

0; otherwise

(4)

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode for the temporal
similarity between two passengers (P1, P2) who, respectively,
have m and n trips, where “TT” stands for trip time, “OT(T1,
T2)” stands for overlapped time that is calculated between the
two trips, “a” is defined for measuring the overlapped time,
and the other parameters are defined previously [15].

Separately measuring the spatial similarity and temporal
similarity of the trips enables us to find similar trips in
the same time interval and the same corridor (the same or

opposite direction). For instance, assuming two passengers
each of whom has two trips in the morning and evening and
the same route (for example, a bus route between stops G and
H) but opposite directions (one passenger goes from stop G
to H in the morning and returns from stop H to G in the
evening; another passenger goes from stop H to G in the
morning and returns from stop G toH in the morning), these
two passengers have temporal similarity because they both
are in the public transit network in the same time period, and,
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also, they have spatial similarity because each of whom have
two trips traversing from stop G to stop H and from stop H
to stop G.

This paper utilises the agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm using the Ward method that minimises
the total within-cluster variance. While the agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm can be implemented with
various methods such as Single, Average, Complete, and
Ward, the Ward method is chosen according to the results
of comparing these methods by Ferreira and Hitchcock
[27]. It is chosen because it does not need to determine
the number of clusters, and it is flexible with different
similarity measures. It begins at the bottomwhere each object
has its own cluster and merges them till all the objects
form one cluster at the top. The result of the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering is a dendrogram that shows how
the objects are merged at each step [26]. According to the
shape of the dendrograms and the Silhouette information, the
dendrogram can be cut at a proper level.The Silhouette infor-
mation refers to a method of interpretation and validation of
consistency within clusters of data [28]. Spatial or temporal
clusters of passengers are discovered after cutting the related
dendrograms.

Spatial clusters include groups of passengers with similar
trip routes, and temporal clusters comprise groups of passen-
gers with similar trip times. To have groups of passengers
similar in both trip routes and time, three methods are
explained and compared: S-T, T-S, and ST. S-T reclusters each
spatial group into several temporal groups. T-S reclusters
each temporal group into several spatial groups. A potential
flaw for both S-T and T-S is that, at the first step of clustering,
they ignore the second similarity measure. For instance, if
two passengers have high spatial similarity and low temporal
similarity, then S-T would consider them in the same group,
but T-S would not.

ST is a one-step clustering method that combines both
spatial and temporal similarity matrices into one matrix
(spatiotemporal similarity matrix). For joining the similarity
matrices, the matrices are multiplied element by element.
For instance, if passenger A and passenger B have 0.75
spatial similarity and 0.5 temporal similarity, then the spa-
tiotemporal similarity between them will be 0.375. One
of the premises for this method is that similarities can
be taken as probabilities; in simple words, the spatial and
temporal similarities are indices to ultimately measure the
probability of two passengers confronting during their trips.
Multiplying the spatial and temporal similarity values is
calculating the probability of occurring two independent
events: one is passengers travelling at the same locations
and the other one is passengers travelling at the same time.
In other words, if having the spatial similarity between two
trips is assumed an independent event from the temporal
similarity, then product of the spatial and temporal similarity
values equals to having both events. Clustering passengers
according to the spatiotemporal similarity matrix is the
combined one-step spatiotemporal method. The combined
one-step clustering method identifies the groups of pas-
sengers who are simultaneously spatially and temporally
similar.

4. Results

The explained methods are applied to the smart card dataset
of Translink, the public transport authority of South East
Queensland (SEQ), Australia. The dataset for three weekdays
and one weekend day are selected. Wednesday to Saturday
(20-23 March 2013) are chosen as the weather on all four
days was normal and there were no special events during
those days. 20,000 passengers randomly are selected for each
day, who approximately make 45,000 trip legs per day. The
sample size for each day is almost 15% of the whole number of
transactions. Considering the analysis fromAlsger et al. [29],
the sample size can appropriately represent the whole dataset.
The dataset includes both time and location of boarding
and alighting transactions, which is an important feature of
the Translink dataset as most of the AFC systems around
the world just include boarding or alighting transactions. It
should be mentioned that the analysis is done by R (version
3.3.2) language in RStudio framework [30]. 600metres (value
for A in (1)) and 6 degrees (value for B in (1)) are adjusted
for the Brisbane public transit network [15]. In order to have
a concise presentation, only the maps for a few groups for
Wednesday will be presented in the paper. Figure 2 shows the
map for Brisbane, in which the City Business District (CBD)
area is highlighted with a yellow circle. Also, some of the
major train and bus lines representing the direction of main
corridors in Brisbane are presented in the map.

Following is an illustrative example for 12 passengers
extracted from the dataset. Table 2 shows the spatial similarity
values between these passengers, and Table 3 presents the
temporal similarity values.

Given the similarity matrices, the hierarchical agglomer-
ative algorithm is implemented and the outputs as dendro-
grams are presented in Figure 3. At the bottom of the dendro-
grams, the number of passengers is presented and this shows
how they are merged into one cluster at each level. Also, the
height of the dendrograms shows differences between the
passengers; a higher height means more difference between
the passenger groups. Also, values of the Silhouette infor-
mation for the similarity matrices are presented in Table 4.
Higher values of the Silhouette information show a better
level for cutting the dendrograms.

Considering the shape of the dendrograms and values
of the Silhouette information, the spatial similarity den-
drogram is cut at level 4, the temporal at level 3, and the
spatiotemporal at level 5. Then, each spatial group is cut
into two groups considering the temporal similarity values
between the members of the spatial group. Likewise, each
temporal group is divided into two groups. S-T groups
are {[1]; [3]; [2]; [6, 9]; [4, 5, 11]; [8, 10]; [7]; [12]}, T-S groups
comprises {[1, 4, 5, 7, 11]; [6, 9]; [2, 3]; [8]; [10]; [12]}, and ST
groups are {[1, 2, 3]; [4, 5, 7, 11]; [6, 9]; [8, 10]; [12]}.

According to the dendrogram and Silhouette information
values in Figure 4, the spatial dendrograms are cut at 16
groups. Each spatial group is clustered into four S-T groups,
which have similar spatial patterns but different temporal
patterns. Members of each S-T group include the passengers
whohave similar boarding and alighting times of transactions
with similar routes. Figure 5 shows the routes and temporal
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Figure 2: Brisbane map.

Table 2: Spatial similarity.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 0.33 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0.33 1 0.33 0 0 0.66 0 0 0.66 0 0 0
3 1 0.33 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0.33 0 0.25 0.33 0 0.50 0.50 0
5 0 0 0 0.33 1 0 0 1 0 0.33 0.33 0
6 0 0.66 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0.25 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0.33 1 0 0 1 0 0.33 0.33 0
9 0 0.66 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0.50 0.33 0 0 0.33 0 1 1 0
11 0 0 0 0.50 0.33 0 0 0.33 0 0 1 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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Figure 3: Dendrograms.

Table 3: Temporal similarity.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 0.21 0 1 0.44 0.50 0.44 0 0.66 0 0 0.27
2 0.21 1 0.27 0.21 0.27 0.09 0.27 0.25 0.36 0 0.09 0
3 0 0.27 1 0 0 0 0 0.44 0 0 0 0
4 1 0.21 0 1 0.44 0.50 0.44 0 0.66 0 0 0.27
5 0.44 0.27 0 0.44 1 0.66 1 0 0.33 0 0.16 0
6 0.50 0.09 0 0.50 0.66 1 0.66 0 0.50 0 0.25 0
7 0.44 0.27 0 0.44 1 0.66 1 0 0.33 0 0.16 0
8 0 0.25 0.44 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.16 0 0
9 0.66 0.36 0 0.66 0.33 0.50 0.33 0 1 0 0.25 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.16 0 1 0 0
11 0 0.09 0 0 0.16 0.25 0.16 0 0.25 0 1 0
12 0.27 0 0 0.27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 4: Silhouette information values.

Number of groups Spatial similarity Temporal similarity Spatiotemporal similarity
2 0.52 0.52 0.32
3 0.61 0.63 0.5
4 0.73 0.36 0.53
5 0.69 0.44 0.57
6 0.65 0.39 0.44
7 0.57 0.33 0.45
8 0.52 0.36 0.48

density diagrams for four S-T groups; blue points represent
origin stops and red ones represent destination stops. The
spatial and temporal patterns can, respectively, be presented
by a map for the route and a density plot for the transactions
time; hence, each S-T group is represented by a map and
a density plot. Most of the spatial patterns indicate trips
between suburbs and CBD of Brisbane, which can be consid-
ered as work or shopping trips. Also, most of the temporal
patterns show two peaks plots representing morning and
evening peak in the public transit network, which can be
assumed as work-home trips. There are some one flat peak
plots that can be considered as shopping-home trips, which

happen all day long. Consequently, S-T groups represent
passenger trips with various characteristics.

According to the dendrogram and Silhouette information
values in Figure 6, the temporal dendrograms are cut at 8
groups. Each temporal group is divided into the eight T-S
groups, which have similar temporal patterns but different
spatial patterns. Members of T-S groups are the passengers
who have similar boarding and alighting locations of trans-
actions during specific periods and peaks. Figure 7 shows
the temporal density plots and maps for four T-S groups.
Temporal plots mostly present two-peak transactions during
the day and some with one flat peak groups. Similar to
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Figure 4: Dendrogram and Silhouette information values for spatial clustering.
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Figure 8: Dendrogram and Silhouette information values for ST clustering.

S-T groups, two-peak plots can be assumed as work-home
trips, and one flat peak plots as the shopping-home trips
that usually happen at the middle of the day. Also, most of
the spatial patterns present trips between suburbs and CBD.
Therefore, T-S groups represent passenger trips with variety
of temporal and spatial features.

According to the dendrogram and Silhouette information
values in Figure 8, the spatiotemporal dendrograms are cut
at 32 groups. Four ST groups are represented in Figure 9,
in which each route and its next density plot represents
a ST group. Members of ST groups are passengers who
simultaneously have both similar routes and transactions
times. Obvious corridors for routes from suburbs to CBD
with clear peaks for the temporal density plots are observed
in the ST groups. Schematically comparison, ST groups find
most of the spatial and temporal patterns including trips

between suburbs and CBD with peaks at the morning and
evening. Hence, ST groups can represent the passenger trips
with fewer numbers of groups than S-T or T-S.

Table 5 shows the mean of the spatial and temporal
similarity values for the discovered groups. It should be noted
that increasing the number of the groups will increase the
value of similarity means; therefore, the number of groups
should be considered as a factor in discussing effective values
on the similarities. Also, in order to compare the different
alternatives, the relative values of the spatial and temporal
similarities are more important than their absolute values.
As it is expected, spatial clustering has the highest (with 16
groups)mean spatial similarity, and temporal clustering leads
to the highest (with 8 groups) mean temporal similarity. S-
T and T-S clustering have twice the number of groups as ST
clustering; however, the values for mean spatial similarity in
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Figure 9: ST groups.

ST clustering are higher than S-T and T-S; also, the values
formean temporal similarity are close together. Furthermore,
the average of means for the spatial and temporal similarity
values of ST clustering are higher than the others; it basically
means that members of ST groups are more likely to confront
each other during their trips than S-T and T-S groups. Con-
sequently, ST clustering leads to higher values of similarity
in groups (with 32 groups) in comparison with S-T and T-S
(with 64 groups) clustering methods.

Cross correlation analyses the correlation between groups
of the different clustering methods. It reveals how groups
from different methods are correlated. To achieve this goal,
the number of passengers who are in the same group
in different clustering methods are counted and then the
number is divided by the size of the group. For instance, if
an S-T group has 100 passengers, among which 40 remained
in the same T-S group, then the cross correlation between the
S-T and T-S groups is 40%.The numbers in Table 6 represent
the average of all groups’ correlation. For instance, 24% of
S-T groups remain in the same groups of T-S, and 32% of
T-S groups remain in the same groups of S-T. The fourth
column (ST) has the highest value among the others, which
means ST clustering covers higher proportions of S-T and T-S
clustering. Also, S-T groups cover more T-S groups than the
reverse situation. Considering the average of the spatial and
temporal similarity values, number of groups, and the cross
correlation values, the ST clustering method is a more robust
method to discover the spatial and temporal patterns than S-
T and T-S.

Figure 10 contains some examples to illustrate how
passengers are clustered by the different methods. Figure 10
shows three examples of exchanging passengers between S-T,
T-S, and ST groups. The first example shows a ST group with
274 passengers who are mostly clustered in four S-T groups;
all S-T groups have similar spatial patterns, but the last one
has a different temporal density plot from the ST group. The
second example shows how a T-S group with 263 passengers
is fit into 5 ST groups; the passengers are clustered by ST in
the same spatial pattern with more diverse temporal patterns.
The last example shows an S-T group with 157 passengers
that are grouped in 4 T-S groups; T-S distinguishes most of
the passengers in the same spatial patterns with more diverse
temporal patterns.

At the end, proportions of passengers in the spatial
clusters and temporal clusters are compared with proportions
of passengers in the S-T, T-S, and ST clusters. According
to the dendrograms and Silhouette information in Figures
4 and 6, passengers are grouped in 16 spatial clusters and
8 temporal clusters. Discovered groups by T-S and ST are
compared with the spatial clusters (proportions of passengers
in the S-T clusters are same as the spatial clusters); the
spatial pattern of each T-S and ST group is assigned to
one of the spatial clusters considering the direction and
length of the discovered patterns. Also, discovered groups
by S-T and ST are compared with the temporal clusters
(proportions of passengers in the T-S clusters are the same
as the temporal clusters); the temporal pattern of each S-
T and ST group is assigned to one of the temporal clusters
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Table 5: Average of the spatial and temporal similarity values in the groups.

Wed Mean Spatial similarity Mean Temporal similarity Average of mean of spatial and temporal similarity values No. groups
Spatial 0.29 0.09 0.19 16
Temporal 0.013 0.16 0.09 8
S-T 0.29 0.16 0.23 64
T-S 0.26 0.19 0.23 64
ST 0.34 0.20 0.27 32
Thu
Spatial 0.27 0.07 0.17 16
Temporal 0.008 0.15 0.08 8
S-T 0.28 0.14 0.21 64
T-S 0.21 0.16 0.18 64
ST 0.31 0.18 0.25 32
Fri
Spatial 0.24 0.07 0.17 16
Temporal 0.009 0.15 0.12 8
S-T 0.25 0.15 0.2 64
T-S 0.21 0.17 0.19 64
ST 0.31 0.17 0.24 32
Sat
Spatial 0.18 0.04 0.11 16
Temporal 0.006 0.12 0.07 8
S-T 0.19 0.1 0.15 64
T-S 0.16 0.12 0.14 64
ST 0.20 0.11 0.16 32

Table 6: Cross correlation between groups from different clustering methods.

Wed S-T T-S ST
S-T 100% 24% 44%
T-S 32% 100% 36%
ST 19% 13% 100%
Thu
S-T 100% 21% 48%
T-S 26% 100% 40%
ST 18% 12% 100%
Fri
S-T 100% 22% 48%
T-S 26% 100% 38%
ST 18% 12% 100%
Sat
S-T 100% 19% 46%
T-S 24% 100% 34%
ST 17% 10% 100%

considering the shape, peak time, and density values of the
discovered patterns. Figure 11 presents the spatial clusters and
temporal clusters besides the proportions of passengers for
each of the mentioned methods.

Comparing proportions of the spatial clusters with the T-
S and ST clusters show that distribution of population in the
spatial clusters is more similar to the T-S than ST. All the 16

spatial clusters are discovered by both T-S and ST methods.
However, the proportions of population in the spatial clusters
are closer to the T-S than ST method. Moreover, comparing
proportions of the temporal clusters with the S-T and ST
clusters shows that distribution of population in the temporal
clusters is more similar to the S-T than ST. All the 8 temporal
clusters are discovered by the S-T, while the ST method
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Figure 10: Passenger groups by different methods.

Table 7: Ranking of the sequential and combined methods.

Average spatial similarity in the groups Average temporal similarity in the groups Spatial diversity Temporal diversity
S-T 2 3 1 2
T-S 3 2 2 1
ST 1 1 3 3

discovered 6 temporal clusters (temporal patterns 4 and 7
are missing from the ST clusters). Also, the proportions of
population in the temporal clusters are closer to the S-T than
ST method. Therefore, the sequential clustering methods
have a better performance in discovering diversity in the
spatial and temporal patterns in the network.

Table 7 ranks the sequential and combined methods
considering the results of the analyses. According to Table 5,
the ST clusters have the highest spatial and temporal simi-
larity values; average of the spatial and temporal similarity
values among passengers in ST clusters is higher than the
passengers in the S-T and T-S clusters. According to Figure 11,
the T-S method has a better performance than the ST
method in discovering the spatial diversity; the distribution
of passengers in the spatial clusters is more similar to the

T-S method than the ST method. Also, the S-T method has
a better performance than the ST method in discovering
the temporal diversity; the distribution of passengers in the
temporal clusters is more similar to the S-T method than
the ST method. In conclusion, while the sequential methods
(S-T and T-S) discover more diverse spatial and temporal
patterns in the network, the ST method entails more robust
groups (higher spatial and temporal similarity values inside
the groups) than the others.

5. Conclusion

The paper investigates the different clustering methods for
discovering groups of passengerswhose trips are spatially and
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temporally similar. First, the spatial and temporal similarity
measures are defined. Then, the passengers are clustered
using the hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with three
different methods. The outcomes of each method are exam-
ined and compared using maps, temporal density plots, and
quantitative values. Each method generates different groups
with specific characteristics. The S-T method shows more
diversity in the spatial dimension of the passenger trips.
The T-S shows more specific temporal density plots for the
groups.The ST shows amoderate combination of S-T and T-S
methods with a lower number of groups and higher values for
the spatial and temporal similarities in comparison with S-T
and T-S. Also, ST groups cover higher proportions of S-T and
T-S groups in comparison with the coverage of S-T and T-S
on ST groups. In conclusion, while the sequential methods
(S-T and T-S) discover more diverse spatial and temporal
patterns in the network, the ST method entails more robust
groups (higher spatial and temporal similarity values inside
the groups) than the others.

Results from this paper are independent from the used
spatial and temporal similarity measures because the alter-
natives of sequential or combined clustering, without loss of
generality, can be implemented on other spatial and temporal
similarity measures. S-T, T-S, and ST are three different
methods for clustering passengers with the same spatial and
temporal similarity measures. In other words, this paper
investigates the effects of each method in clustering by the
same similarity measures. S-T clustering can be used in those
cases where the spatial diversity is the main focus, while T-
S can be used in finding more specific temporal patterns.
Comparing to S-T and T-S, ST is a moderate method in
finding diverse spatial and temporal patterns, but it can be
used to discover more robust groups of passengers, where
confronting passengers during their trips is more important
than diversity of the patterns. Consequently, this paper sheds
light on differences between sequential and combined spatial
and temporal clustering alternatives in the public transit
network, which can lead to begin new trends of studies in
discovering and implementing data mining techniques in the
public transit network.

The main difference between S-T and T-S (as the sequen-
tial clustering methods) with ST (as the combined method)
originates from ignoring one of the similarity measures
at each step of clustering in the sequential methods. S-T
reclusters each spatial group into several temporal groups. T-
S reclusters each temporal group into several spatial groups.
Both S-T and T-S at the first step of clustering ignore the
second similarity measure. For instance, if two passengers
have high spatial similarity and low temporal similarity,
then S-T would consider them in the same group, but T-
S would not. However, ST method considers both spatial
and temporal similarity measures at the same step.Therefore,
having more robust groups by ST is expectable.

While choosing between the S-T, T-S, and ST in practice
or research might just depend on specific applications,
knowing the differences between these methods can help
researchers/practitioners to decide on the proper method for
their desired applications. Also, focusing on the differences
between the spatial and temporal clustering methods can

create new trends in the public transit research area. For an
instance, the clustering methods can be used in designing
bus networks [31]. In simple words, designing bus networks
happens in two steps (the first two steps out of fourmain steps
in designing the public transit network [32]). First, routes of
the network are designed according to the spatial movement
demand by the passengers, and, then, schedules are designed
according to the designed routes and temporal movement
demand of the passengers. In other words, designing the bus
network is similar to the S-T clustering of the movement
demand of passengers. Also, it might be possible to design
the network with the two other methods (T-S and ST).
Designing the bus network from theT-S perspective is similar
to the following: first, schedules are designed according to
the temporal demand of passengers, and, then, routes are
designed according to the designed schedules and spatial
demand of the passengers. Considering the results from this
study, it is likely to have amore reliable temporal bus network
with the T-S than S-T perspectives.

Another example of implementing these clustering meth-
ods in the real world is passenger segmentation methods that
discover groups of passengers, who are similar in their travel
behaviour. Passenger segmentation methods are usually used
in marketing applications where marketing companies are
willing to target certain types of passengers. Another appli-
cation of an improved clustering method is in policy making
analysis where a new policy might affect passenger clusters
differently. Each of the investigated methods in this study
establish different sets of passengers. The ST method gen-
erates groups of passengers with more spatial and temporal
similarity than S-T or T-Smethod. In other words, passengers
in ST groups are more likely to confront each other during
their trips than passengers in S-T or T-S groups, which
basically means that passengers in ST groups are more likely
to share a certain stop or bus route at the same time period
during their trips.Higher chance of having similar passengers
in a specific route or time slot is more desirable for the
marketing companies than having more diversity because
marketing companies aremore likely to target higher number
of passengers in a location or time point.Therefore, using the
ST method could be a more attractive clustering method for
the marketing companies. The same argument is also true for
policymaking analysis when the improved clusteringmethod
of the ST method is applied.

Additional analyses can be performed to extend this
work. First, public transit networks and schedules can be
designed according to the different methods and, then, the
effectiveness of each method can be compared. Second,
the effects of each method on real world applications such
as demand-responsive transport should be studied. Third,
trip similarity measures could be defined and compared
by simultaneously considering space and time dimensions,
using time-geography concepts, of the trip.
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